
HCL Commerce Cloud
The transaction platform 
that helps you sell more

 

 

The comprehensive commerce solution that can do it all!

Unleash the power of an integrated and composable solution

The richest set of capabilities for B2B, B2C, B2B2C and D2C, all 
integrated seamlessly into a single, proven platform

Seamlessly add new technologies, channels, and pa�ners with 
unparalleled agility

Business value like no other solution!

B2B, B2B, B2B2C and D2C
– all on one platform

Integrated and 
composable

Customer Service 
Representative functionality

 

 

Enterprise search

Native Marketplaces

Post Order Management

 
Headless sta�er stores

Merchandising capabilities Real-time inventory 
availability

Simplify your commerce operations

Entrust your commerce business to our cloud and commerce expe�s

Take advantage of increased agility as we manage operations and 
reduce your costs

Focus on strategic growth

The agility to meet the unique needs of your business

Embrace composable without the cost and complexity

Capitalize on the agility to adapt to changing market conditions

Simplified pricing that aligns with your business for a predictable 
cost structure

Move at the speed of 
your business and sell 
more! 

Improve customer 
experience and beat 
the competition!

Sell even more with an easy to consume 
commerce solution, hosted in our business cloud

Delivered as packaged 
business capabilities 
(PBCs) that work 
out-of-the-box. 
No need to wait years for 
integration or risk of having 
to work with many 
different vendors, with 
no-one owning a problem.



Award-winning customer service!

About HCL Software    
HCL Software develops, markets, sells and suppo�s product families in the areas of Digital Transformation, Data, Analytics & Insights, AI & 
Automation and Enterprise Security platforms. HCL Software is the cloud-native solution factory for enterprise software and powers millions of 
apps at more than 20,000 organizations, including more than half of the Fo�une 1000 and Global 2000 companies. HCL Software's mission is to 
drive ultimate customer success with its IT investments through relentless product innovation.

When you need the best Commerce Cloud solution:

Visit our website Get the latest HCL Commerce updates and 
explore the newest commerce trends!

Our Commerce expe�s 
are here to help you with 
your journey to the 
future. You have 24/7 
access to our 
award-winning customer 
service who go above 
and beyond to help. Our 
CX Studio team is always 
ready with new ideas and 
suggestions to optimize 
your business.


